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ANNUAL REPORT 1989
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JWB plans and coordinates services for Pinellas County
s children and
families Community organizations and resources are joined with JWB
resources to help meet the needs of Pinellas County families

JWB conducts research on topics relating to children and families and
provides social indicator data to the community

JWB offers varied training and enrichment opportunities for human service
professionals and maintains a library of books and audiovisual materials
Computerized information searches are available
JWB contracts with and evaluates numerous social and human services

within Pinellas County and provides technical support to the organizations
TOTAL CHILDREN SERVED
290
83

TOTAL ADULTS SERVED
554
94

with which it contracts

JWB reviews and recommends legislative and public policies relating to

children and families JWB engages in advocacy activities on behalf of
children and families

TOTAL FAMILIES SERVED
612
30

Credits
KATE HOWZE
Community Relations Specialist
DEBRA DOURSON
Community Relations Secretary
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ROBERTS AND HICE INC
The Juvenile Welfare Board wishes to

Z

thank the clients of many JWB funded

agencies who were willing to share
their experiences in this annual report

JWB promotes community awareness and understanding of the needs of
Pinellas County
s children and families

1

services to children

NUMBERS TO KNOW
HOTLINE INFORMATION

REFERRAL

531 4664

Crisis Intervention Counseling Referrals

Emergency ambulance
Child Abuse Registry

911

1 80096ABUSE

Florida AIDS Hotline
National Cocaine Hotline

1 800352 2437

Runaway Hotline Florida

1 800 786 2929

1

80028C31N
Control
P
o
ison

Department of HRS

Service Centers

5540 Park Blvd
Pinellas Park

546 0044

525 Mirror Lake Drive
St Petersburg

893 2421

955 26th Street South
St Petersburg

323 8833

1100 Cleveland Street
Clearwater

JWB History
Lincoln C Bogue was a juvenile
court judge for Pinellas County
concerned about what to do with

juvenile offenders and dependent
children needing assistance The
judge favored a detention home
counseling social workers and
identification and counseling of
wayward youth early on

Judge Bogue believed it futile to
seek county commission support
choosing instead to find a permanent
long range solution In conjunction
with Leonard Cooperman an attorney
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Bogue drafted a bill for submission to
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the Florida Legislature for an
independent special taxing district in
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Pinellas County dedicated to
s services
children

State legislators supported the

PRIORITY I SERVICES

Adolescent Pregnancy

4

idea and introduced a bill to the

Adolescent Substance Abuse

5

Florida Legislature that passed in a
few short months The act empowered
Pinellas County to create a special
district for children and to levy tax
subject to referendum In November

Family Dysfunction
Physical Abuse and Neglect
Truancy and Dropouts

6

1946 an overwhelming 80 of the
voters approved the Juvenile Welfare
Board and its taxing authority
Today the Juvenile Welfare
Board of Pinellas County continues to

be a pacesetter for children
s services
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Chronically III Children
Developmentally Disabled
Emergency Housing
Emotionally Disordered Children
Physically Handicapped Children
Unsupervised Children

The Juvenile Welfare Board operates

Youthful Sex Offenders

on an annual program budget of 17
million and plans and contracts with

PRIORITY III SERVICES

44 agencies and 84 programs
countywide The Juvenile Welfare
Board serves as a model for similar

taxing districts in Palm Beach Martin

and Hillsborough counties in Florida
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Leon Duval and other Florida

counties are in the process of asking
voter approval for the concept
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Several other states look to the
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas
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is a member agency of
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OCTOBER 1988 A survey of
Pinellas County
s economically
disadvantaged parents conducted
by U
S Rep C
W Bill Young and

JANUARY 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board approves develop
ment of a community wide
campaign promoting awareness of
the issues involving drug exposed

that 31 of survey respondents
stay home with their children until
subsidized child care placement

Juvenile Welfare Board also

the Juvenile Welfare Board shows

becomes available 41

of the

children and their mothers The

authorizes establishment of a

consultant position designed to

parents surveyed wait for more than
6 months for a placement and 46
say they need child care to attend

coordinate community resources

job training or to find a job 88 of
those surveyed earn under 10
000
yearly

FEBRUARY 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board Training Center

NOVEMBER 1988 The Juvenile

other groups four ma or training

Welfare Board allocates up to
388 in mental health funds for
82
service to elementary
age

emotionally handicapped children
in a new Elementary Mental Health

Operations ELMHO program The
new project builds upon the
successful ELMHO programs at
Curlew Creek and Tyrone

Elementary Schools
DECEMBER 1988 In an

attempt to learn whether crisis
counseling provided to youth at the
Juvenile Detention Center would

avoid the need for inpatient

psychiatric care the Juvenile
Welfare Board contracts with

Pinellas Emergency Mental Health

toward solutions

offers in conjunction with several

events Channeling children
s

Anger Opening Doors Improving
Services to Minorities Through
Cultural Sensitivity Training
Facilitating the Development of
Manhood in Black Juveniles and

Substance Abuse and Pregnancy
Innocent Addicts The Hands

Across the Ages Steering
Committee sponsors a workshop
for high school students to acquaint
them with the needs of the elderly

in some type of intergenerational
activity over the past year the
number represents less than half of

1 percent of the total population
JUNE 1989 The Annual Analysis
of Performance Data for Funded
Pro rams shows that the Juvenile

MARCH 1989 A Juvenile

Welfare Board programs served

Welfare Board allocation allows an

over 6
000 more children and over
3
0
00 more families in fiscal year
1987 88 than in 1986 87

additional 75 emotionally disturbed

preschoolers to be served through

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas

formerly Project Playpen and 20

JULY 1989 The Juvenile Welfare
Board begins plan to ask voters to

Services for a research and

developmentally disabled pre

demonstration project Also in

Pinellas Association for Retarded

children and families should be

Children PARC The JWB also
allocates funds to provide for
expansion of Operation PAR
s Child
Development Center serving

supported by an increased millage

December the Juvenile Welfare
Board begins to test a survey

designed to provide compensation
and turnover information for social

service personnel in Pinellas
County

schoolers to be served at the

children of substance abusing

decide if additional services to

rate The Juvenile Welfare Board

votes to determine through
referendum its future financing
capabilities

women

APRIL 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board schedules two public

meetings to ask Pinellas County
residents to comment on needed
services for children and families

Also in April the Abuse Neglect and

Dependency Committee of the JWB
Youth Services Advisory
Committees sponsors a

presentation on alternatives to

AUGUST 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board joins other
community groups and represent
atives from the cities of St

Petersburg Gulfport and St
Petersburg Beach in an effort to
consolidate community resources
in the fight against drug abuse
SEPTEMBER 1989 With the

corporal punishment by Dr Irwin

United Way of Pinellas the Juvenile

Hyman

Welfare Board co sponsors

MAY 1989 A study completed by

together county youth to discuss

the Juvenile Welfare Board and the

Tampa Bay Regional Planning
Council Area Agency on Aging
shows a need to provide
opportunities for bringing together
individuals of all age groups

Although nearly 4
000 Pinellas
County residents had participated

Making the Grade which brings
six areas of concern teen

pregnancy substance abuse
illiteracy dropouts juvenile crime
and youth unemployment Also in

September results of the JWB

funded Maternal Substance Abuse

Research are announced by Dr Ira
Chasnoff at a national press
conference in Miami

Mothers pay 14billion for
day care

An increase in single
parent families crime and drug
abuse occurring in an environment

U survey finds hardcore
S
cocaine addiction up overall drug
use down

Floridians fear taking night strolls
poll says

increasingly less supportive of

family functions portends a con
tinuing and profound impact on our
society and community as it moves
toward the 21 st century The glass
would seem halfempty

It pays to invest in tomorrow
s work
force

preventive and early interventive
programming that consistently
attempts to anticipate needs Thus
the opportunities are there for
families to choose services that

meet their needs at the point in
time when such services are most
needed and effective And because

these services stress prevention
and early intervention they are
cost effective ways of resolving
problems and dealing with issues
before events have escalated to the

Whether taking the pulse of

point of more costly long term
treatment Every 1 spent on

our world by reading the daily
headlines is an accurate assess

effective early intervention
prevention can save 4
74 in the

ment of how things really are is a
matter for media specialists
leisurely speculation For those in
the human service professions who
must anticipate society
s needs and
meet them on a daily basis the

cost of remedial education welfare
and crime farther down the road

While the rest of the country

must grapple with trying to resolve
specific community problems with
categorical state and federal
dollars Pinellas County is able to
address its community problems
and issues directly with local dollars
planned and allocated by the

headlines provide a checklist

against which research and action
can be quickly measured and
evaluated But what about the rest

10 Aan Wciclt
Chairman

of our community who read and
listen and wonder Is the world

Juvenile Welfare Board As it

really beset by social ills so signifi

contracts with local agencies to

cant that there is no solution

provide local services JWB closely
monitors community issues and

beyond massive overhaul of
something anything that might

needs so that services for Pinellas

make a difference
The fact is while there are

County children and families must
s
not wait to respond to a headline
Rather these services anticipate
times and events when the county
s
families may want to choose from
among available opportunities

within Pinellas County and the rest
of the state country and world

significant social issues with which
we all are grappling there are also
equally significant responses Some
of the issues and responses are

S families need help expert
U
says

common to all of us while others

are unique to Pinellas County and

its widely modeled system of social
services Of course some of the

larnes E tV
i2a ACsw
Execuime Director

While that may be news to
some it
s not to the Juvenile

Welfare Board of Pinellas County

issues have no readily identifiable
response but that does not mean
that these issues receive little study
Like the pessimist who sees the
glass as halfempty white the

that a few opportunities strategi

choose to seek assistance the

cally planned and placed can

optimist sees it as halffull the
social pessimist sees only problems

than wring one
s hands because
the family just isn
t what it used to

opportunities will be there for them
And that helps Pinellas County
s
glass be half full not half empty

while the social optimist sees
opportunities Is Pinellas County
s

be because working parents
can afford quality child care or
t
because drug abuse and crime are
running rampant the Juvenile
Welfare Board of Pinellas County
believes Pinellas County
s children
and families can be assisted to
meet the demands of a complex
society while keeping traditional
values intact By enabling a variety
of human service agencies to
create quality opportunities for
Pinellas County
s children and

glass halfempty or halffull
With the rest of the country
Pinellas County must wrestle with
work force needs that in the next 10

years will call for better educated

more highly skilled employees
Economic conditions demographic

But the optimist realizes

make that a haltfull glass Rather

projections and daily experience
confirm a continuing problem in
maintaining and expanding the
quality work force necessary to
attract and keep a desirable

families the Juvenile Welfare Board

economy

continues its commitment to

For 44 years JWB has anticipated
that when children and families
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OCTOBER 1988 A survey of
Pinellas County
s economically
disadvantaged parents conducted
by U
S Rep C
W Bill Young and
the Juvenile Welfare Board shows

that 31

of survey respondents

stay home with their children until
subsidized child care placement

9
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JANUARY 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board approves develop
ment of a community wide
campaign promoting awareness of
the issues involving drug exposed
children and their mothers The
Juvenile Welfare Board also
authorizes establishment of a

parents surveyed wait for more than

consultant position designed to
coordinate community resources

6 months for a placement and 46

toward solutions

becomes available 41

of the

say they need child care to attend
job training or to find a job 88 of
those surveyed earn under 10
000
yearly
NOVEMBER 1988 The Juvenile
Welfare Board allocates up to
388 in mental health funds for
82
service to elementary
age
emotionally handicapped children

in a new Elementary Mental Health
Operations ELMHO program The
new project builds upon the
successful ELMHO programs at
Curlew Creek and Tyrone
Elementary Schools
DECEMBER 1988 In an
attempt to learn whether crisis
counseling provided to youth at the
Juvenile Detention Center would

avoid the need for inpatient
psychiatric care the Juvenile
Welfare Board contracts with

Pinellas Emergency Mental Health

FEBRUARY 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board Training Center
offers in conjunction with several
other groups four major training
events Channeling Children
s
Anger Opening Doors Improving
Services to Minorities Through
Cultural Sensitivity Training
Facilitating the Development of
Manhood in Black Juveniles and

Substance Abuse and Pregnancy
Innocent Addicts The Hands

Across the Ages Steering
Committee sponsors a workshop
for high school students to acquaini
them with the needs of the elderly
MARCH 1989 A Juvenile
Welfare Board allocation allows an

additional 75 emotionally disturbed
preschoolers to be served through

in some type of intergenerational
activity over the past year the
number represents less than half of
1 percent of the total population

JUNE 1989 The Annual Analysis
of Performance Data for Funded

Pro shows that the Juvenile
Welfare Board programs served
over 6
000 more children and over

000 more families in fiscal year
3
1967 88 than in 1986 87

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas

formerly Project Playpen and 20

Services for a research and

developmentally disabled pre

demonstration project Also in

schoolers to be served at the

JULY 1989 The Juvenile Welfare
Board begins plan to ask voters to
decide if additional services to

December the Juvenile Welfare

Pinellas Association for Retarded

children and families should be

Board begins to test a survey
designed to provide compensation

Children PARC The JWB also

supported by an increased millage

and turnover information for social

service personnel in Pinellas
County

allocates funds to provide for
expansion of Operation PAR
s Child

Development Center serving
children of substance abusing

rate The Juvenile Welfare Board

votes to determine through
referendum its future financing
capabilities

women

APRIL 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board schedules two public
meetings to ask Pinellas County
residents to comment on needed
services for children and families

Also in April the Abuse Neglect and
Dependency Committee of the JWB
Youth Services Advisory
Committees sponsors a
presentation on alternatives to
corporal punishment by Dr Irwin
Hyman

MAY 1989 A study completed by

AUGUST 1989 The Juvenile
Welfare Board joins other
community groups and represent
atives from the cities of St

Petersburg Gulfport and St
Petersburg Beach in an effort to
consolidate community resources
in the fight against drug abuse

SEPTEMBER 1989 With the
United Way of Pinellas the Juvenile
Welfare Board co sponsors
Making the Grade which brings
together county youth to discuss

the Juvenile Welfare Board and the

six areas of concern teen

Tampa Bay Regional Planning

pregnancy substance abuse

Council Area Agency on Aging
shows a need to provide
opportunities for bringing together
individuals of all age groups
Although nearly 4
000 Pinellas

County residents had participated

illiteracy dropouts juvenile crime
and youth unemployment Also in
September results of the JWB
funded Maternal Substance Abuse

Research are announced by Dr Ira
Chasnoff at a national press
conference in Miami

ti

The Juvenile Welfare Board

approves funding in four priority areas

and a support area The four priorities
encompass 17 need areas for which

the Juvenile Welfare Board contracts
for services A description of need
areas and services appears on the

following pages
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In order to implement its
mandate the Juvenile Welfare Board

may assess an ad valorem tax of up to
112 mill 50 cents per 1
000 non
exempt property valuation In fiscal
year 198889 this assessment was

4362 which generated ad valorem

revenue of 10
727 The average
788
home in Pinellas County was
assessed at 65
400 The average

o
o

a

o o

m

a
a
PRIORITY
u

homeowner with a 25
000

a

rn

aa

homestead exemption contributed
18 in 198889 to services
91
provided by the Juvenile Welfare
Board

o o
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1988 89 PRIORITY AREA FUNDING
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Priority I
Priority II
Priority III
Priority IV
Support

Z

c
c

j

E

m
CL

D
Q

733
3
213
990
6
6
48
109
1
360
957
96
807
1
277

Priority I

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

SOME FACTS
Nationally one in six girls will
become pregnant before the age

During 1988 89 the Juvenile Welfare Board allocated 378
906 to fund
two programs for pregnant adolescents Both these programs are operated
by the St Petersburg YWCA

of 18 In Pinellas County in 1988
one in 30 girls under 18 gave
birth Between 1984 and 1988

Project H
P provides Pinellas County School System classes child
L
E

care services and other health and social services to pregnant adolescents

births to Pinellas County females

A community education component is aimed at preventing teen pregnancies

18 and under increased 22
However the Pinellas County
adolescent birth rate remains
lower than that of the state

The Adolescent Parenting Project provides specialized child care and a

parent training program for teen parents Services are offered at the St

Petersburg campus of Pinellas Technical Education Centers across the
street from Gibbs High School Teen parents are dually enrolled in both

THE IMPACT

schools to allow completion of education

Infants born to teen mothers

are often high risk due to their
lower birthweights and higher
likelihood of prematurity and
mortality Teen parents have a

higher incidence of child abuse
and neglect than the general
population At least 50 of public

assistance payments are made to

families in which the first child was
born while the mother was still a
teenager

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
Nationally 22 of all teens

who give birth will become
pregnant again within two years
after their first delivery 95 of St
Petersburg YWCA Project H
P
L
E
clients had not become pregnant

again within a year of complet
ing the program

Because of the Adolescent Parenting Project I have been able to

continue my education without worry of day care I have also been
shown better parenting methods such as the proper ways to handle
discipline appropriate feeding and how to relate better with my son
as well as other children In addition I have learned about sexually
transmitted diseases and prevention methods

I like that the classes are not intended to change your way of thinking

but to inform you of the facts In this program I have met others in my

situation These young ladies are all faced with similar problems APP
allows us to discuss these problems and our handling of them I have
been able to get insights on several problems and even gave my
observations and solutions to others problems The directors

counselors teacher and nursery workers are all pleasant and enjoy
able to work with
SiMone Bunch

areas

these problem

areas when

planning
advocacy
sources

allocating

coordinating

research

training

and

financial

re

JWB

activities

and

commitments

in these

areas

anticipated to grow significantly

Priority JWB
maintains its
current commit

Priority JWB
maintains
these problem

Priority JWB
gives first
consideration to

are

as

a

ments

slow

growing commitment Significant
growth or change is anticipated
only after decisions and commit
ments have been completed
Priority I needs

for

to

these

problem areas Growth or change
may occur on a highly selective

Priority Service
to these
problem areas
IV

generally falls
scope
of JWB

outside

the

sanction

However

when

these

basis
primarily
through
real
location of existing resources
after Priority I and 11 needs have

areas directly affect children in a

been met

response

significant and identifiable fash
ion they are appropriate for JWB

Priority I

SOME FACTS

Nationally the use of all drugs

I came to Operation PAR
s

except cocaine has decreased over

Adolescent Residential Treatment

the past 10 years Drug use among

Center because my mother found
out that I was using drugs She

high school seniors is at its lowest
level in 15 years Still the United

took me to PAR for an assessment

States has the highest rate of teen

Even though I lied about my drug
use they saw right through me I
t want to go to PAR but they
didn
made me feel as at home as they

drug use of any industrialized nation
A 1988 study showed that 28
3 of
s high school seniors had
Florida
used marijuana within the past year

could

3 had used inhalants 5
4
9 had
used cocaine 92 had used alcohol

I learned so much there They

and 67 had used cocaine The most

taught me how to live My family

recent survey of Pinellas County
adolescent drug use was completed in
1984 it will be updated in 1990 by the

and I didn
t even talk to each other

Juvenile Welfare Board Operation

kids I didn
t like myself at all I
m

and they helped me with that 1
always felt different from other

PAR and the Pinellas County School

very thankful for all PAR has done

System

for me

THE IMPACT
Youth who abuse drugs are in

Amy Holmes

danger of dropping out of school or

becoming only functionally literate as

a result of their disinterest in learning

They may suffer serious injury or

death and chronic substance abusers

may end up in the criminal justice
system as a result of the use or sale of
illicit substances

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
A year later 81 of the clients who
successfully completed Operation

JWB OPPORTUNITIES
JWB allocated 681
834 during 1988 89 to six programs that address
adolescent substance abuse

s Adolescent Residential
PAR
Treatment continued abstinence from
substance abuse were enrolled in

s All American Youth Club offers substance abuse prevention
Ervin
information to adolescents and their families as well as tutoring and recre

school gainfully employed or in

this program to the Support Service category to better reflect services

activity

Addiction Services is a community education and social action program

volved in a socially productive activity
had stable family relationships and
abstained from delinquentcriminal

ational activities In February of 1990 the Juvenile Welfare Board reclassified
offered

The Chemical Abuse Prevention Service of Professional Comprehensive

designed to reduce the likelihood frequency seriousness andor duration of
chemical use problems among Pinellas youth and their families

Operation PAR has four programs in the adolescent substance abuse

need area that received JWB funds during 1988 89
Adolescent Residential Treatment services are available to substance

abusing adolescents and their families

Primar Prevention is a school and community based program stressing
interpersonal and life management skills while the Alpha Pro
gram targets
at risk fourth and fifth graders with in school prevention
The Children of Substance Abusers program provides for early

identification referral and follow up for substance abusing pregnant and

parenting women specialized child care for infants and preschool children of

some of these women and parent training and intervention

During fiscal year 1988 89 Operation PAR undertook two research
projects funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board
The Maternal Substance Abuse Research Pro
ject documented the

prevalence of drug use among pregnant women in Pinellas County It was
the first populationbased study of its kind in the country

Research done in conjunction with the University of South Florida looked

at Economic Addiction or the extent to which families may benefit from a

child s involvement in drug dealing The study reported that economic
addiction seemed to affect mostly young dealers themselves and not their
families

5
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Priority I

SOME FACTS

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

Divorce may be one manifestation
of a dysfunctional family one that fails

13 programs dealing with various aspects of family dysfunction

During 198889 the Juvenile Welfare Board allocated 637
818 to fund
1

to function well as a unit Divorce

rates in the United States Florida and

Pinellas County have been declining

Alternative Human Services Youth and Fami Connection provides

outpatient counseling for runaway and troubled youth and their families

since 1981 While the rate in Pinellas

County is consistently lower than that

OnetoOne Match of Big BrothersBig Sisters matches youth with a big

of Florida it remains consistently

brother or big sister model after whom they may pattern their development

higher than that of the nation Other
indicators of family dysfunction
include single parent families 12
2
of all Pinellas County families are
headed by a single parent and births

The Citizen Dispute Settlement Program
s Family Mediation works with
families who are experiencing conflict relating to parental responsibilities
primary residence and parental visitation rights

increasing in Pinellas County since

Fami Financial Counseling and Consumer Education is provided to
families by the Consumer Credit Counseling Service of Pinellas County

1980

Areas include money management credit problems budget and debt

to unwed mothers which have been

management
THEIMPACT
In addition to the disorganization

The Florida Parent Child Center
s Parent Teaching Trustin Prog
ram

and lack of cohesion evident in the

provides counseling cultural activities and educational experiences to

dysfunctional family its members are

children 5 through 12 and their families

at risk for child abuse truancy and
adolescent pregnancy

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
All Marriage and Family

Counseling clients in a selected
treatment group showed statistically
significant improvement in family
functioning based upon scientific test
measurements

Two programs of the Family Service Centers are supported by JWB
funding

Comprehensive Services include family life education marriage and
family counseling and single parent counseling
The HomemakerHome Health Aide Service provides homemaker
services to keep families with children together in times of stress

During fiscal year 198889 JWB contracted with Family Service Centers

for a research project to determine the factors that result in successful
parental involvement in programs

Gulf Coast Jewish Family Services dopt
Grandchil Prog
a
ram
matches trained senior volunteers on a one to one basis with children from
low income single parent families

The Children
s Sup port Program of Hospice Care provides compre
hensive emotional social and physical care to families of terminally ill

persons during the illness and for a oneyear bereavement period An
outpatient bereavement counseling service also is provided
Marriag and Famil Counseling of Pinellas offers family marital and
group counseling parenting classes seminars and other experiences
designed to strengthen the family unit

The Pinellas County Urban League provides Comprehensive Famil

Service Support Services to families residing in the Basken Danville
Ridgecrest area This mix of services includes family life education
workshops crisis counseling supportive case work tutoring and personal
Desperation is the key word We
had an outof control teenager
and a mother who couldn
t cope

After calling two or three
numbers 1 was referred to Youth

and Family Connection and help
was only a day away We spoke

development activities

Fami Supp
ort Services of the Clearwater YWCA combines counseling

services information and referral education and home visits to resident

families in the Chesapeake and Condon Gardens Area of the Clearwater
Housing Authority These services were assumed by Marriage and Family
Counseling on an interim basis Oct 1 1989

with an intake worker and within a

short period of time started seeing
a caring caseworker She even
made house calls when working
schedules were tight

We still have a long way to go but
it great to know that help is only
s
a phone call away
Judie BowenElise Minzer

O
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Priority I

Stress was getting so
l could not handle
bad
it I was afraid I would

strike out and hurt the

boys physically I know
l needed help
The parent aide from
the Exchange Center
for the Prevention of

Child Abuse started
working with me and
day by day I began to
change our lives for
the better I still have a

way to go yet but I

know the aide and
the Exchange Center
are with me and l will

get there

The aide listened
cared and under

stood She gave me
advice and l knew I
could count on her
Melinda Hitch

SOME FACTS
Abuse is second only to accidental

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

death as the leading killer of children

prevent physical abuse and neglect of children

During 198889 JWB allocated 452
156 for six programs designed to

in the United States It is estimated

that 1
6 million children nationally are
abused each year Each day in
Florida 306 children are referred to
Health and Rehabilitative Services

HRS for abuse or neglect
investigations In 1989 7
602 calls to

the HRS Abuse Registry Hotline were
referred for abuse and neglect

investigations in Pinellas County It is
estimated that 38
640 Pinellas County
children are currently suffering from

some abuse andor neglect
THE IMPACT

Physically abused and neglected

children suffer impaired health
possible threat to life and the

emotional scars of such action They
also may suffer developmental delays
and are at risk for becoming child
abusers as adults

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
89 of clients successfully

completing the Exchange Center for
the Prevention of Child Abuse

program had not been reported for
child abuse or neglect for a period of

The Exchange Center for the Prevention of Child Abuse maintains its

Parent Aide Program as a support network of volunteers These trained
volunteers intervene to help eliminate further episodes of abuse or neglect in
participants reduce isolation and stress often experienced by the at risk
parent assist the family to remain intact assist the parent to develop
appropriate discipline methods and provide positive role models for the
parents

Family Service Centers offers a Sexual Assault Treatment Center

designed to provide both crisis intervention and ongoing counseling for

sexual assault victims and their families

Time Out Homes operated by Family Service Centers offer 24hour crisis
intervention and short
term residential care for children up to 12 who are in
potential abuse situations

Health and Rehabilitative Services Emer Sheffer provides
temporary placement for dependent abused neglected or abandoned
children The shelter was funded for six months during 1988 89 after which

these JWB funds were reallocated to HRS Group Homes
Maternity and Non Maternity Residential Care of the Young Women
s
Residence offers young women residential services and an alternative school
program to help them develop independent living skills

Youth Homes of Florida operates Plantation House which provides
shelter care basic living needs counseling and supervision to status
offenders between the ages of 12 to 17

two years following program
termination
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Priority I

SOME FACTS
Twenty eight percent of the
s 17 and 18 yearolds do not
nation

complete high school A 1988 report
from the Department of Education
indicated Florida as having the lowest
graduation rate in the nation In

Pinellas County the dropout rate has
remained significantly higher than the
rate in Florida since 1981

THEIMPACT
Most new jobs in the year 2000 will
require a workforce whose median

level of education is 13
5 years Jobs
that require little education are

disappearing despite a rapidly
expanding service sector Students
who are truant or at risk of dropping
out of school also are at risk for

illiteracy teen pregnancy substance
abuse and juvenile crime The 1
million dropouts from our nation
s
high schools in 1981 alone will lose

228 billion in personal earnings over
their lifetimes while society will lose

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

JWB allocated 386
817 during 198889 to five truancy and dropout

prevention programs

The Boys Clubs of Pinellas CounW have four locations where atrisk

elementary and middle school students may receive truancy and dropout
prevention services These services include individual group and family
counseling tutoring and introduction to work and careers The goal of
services is to enhance self confidence and improve school performance
The Boys Clubs Condon Gardens Program provides these services to
students in the Condon Gardens community
Juvenile Services Program
s Community Based Dropout Prevention
Program provides social family and educational intervention strategies to
encourage youth to remain in school It also offers alternative education
services to youth identified as likely school dropouts

Marriage and Family Counseling
s Students Targeted for Achievement
and Success STARS serves children at risk of truancy and dropping out in
Skyview Lakewood Bardmoor and Lealman Elementary Schools in Pinellas
County

Operation PAR
s Beta Prog
ram targets high risk middle school youth for
individual group social and leadership skill development academic tutoring
and educational field trips

4 billion in taxes
68

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
95 of those enrolled in the

STARS program of Marriage and
Family Counseling showed improved
school attendance and behavior

Stepping Stone
s Oasis Pro
gram is an in school and after school
program serving youths 11 to 15 who are at risk for dropping out truancy

and delinquency The program provides life management skills self esteem
enhancement and advanced enrichment learning through parent education

counseling basic skills instruction in reading language arts mathematics
and a wilderness experience

My son Bryan was one of
the chosen ones to be in

Marriage and Family

Counseling of Pinellas
STARS Students Targeted
for Achievement

Recognition and Success
program He had been
having problems coping
the previous year Since he
has been the STARS

program I
ve seen a

drastic change in him His
self esteem and confi

dence have improved
tremendously

Marriage and Family
Counseling also helped
me deal with his situation

especially being a
single parent I
ve learned
to be more patient and
understanding
Althea Thornton

A

Priority N
SOME FACTS

Each year in the United States

1 million children suffer chronic
2
disabilities requiring acute longterm

and continuing care In Florida

Children Medical Services CMS
s
served 49
795 children in 198889
who had chronic handicapping
conditions

conditions preventing

normal growth and lasting more than
60 days Pinellas County CMS served
545 children in 198990 Both state
2

and county figures show a slight
increase from previous years
However CMS does not serve all

children who quality for its services
since many families choose private
medical care In addition to heart

disease diabetes cystic fibrosis and
leukemia the emergence of AIDS
during the 1980s has posed yet
another serious threat to children
s
health

THE IMPACT

Not only does chronic illness

cause pain and stress for the affected
child but it also places financial

strains and abnormal stress on the

family Family members caring for a
chronically ill child may neglect their
own needs and the needs of other

family members Families with
chronically ill children are at high risk
for child andor spouse abuse and

neglect divorce and financial

Project Rainbow was recommended to me by a friend at work at a

time when my 16yearold son who has Duchennes muscular

dystrophy and I a divorced working mother needed the support the
most

Both Ben and I found our counselor to be welltrained caring and

full of deep insight with the problems we faced
We look to our weekly sessions with great anticipation because we

problems

know the people from Project Rainbow really care about us

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
Family Service Centers Project

healthy ways of coping and now are living quality lives to the

Rainbow served 77 chronically ill
children in fiscal year 1988 89

Together we have grown through the grief process have discovered

maximum

The monthly parent child support group has even reminded my son

and me that there are others who face similar and much worse

situations It
s good to share experiences with those who understand
Project Rainbow has touched our lives and through us spread to an
outer network of friends and family
Ellie Gracey

JWB OPPORTUNITIES
The Juvenile Welfare Board allocated 46
740 to one program for

chronically ill children and their parents in 1988 89

Project Rainbow operated by Family Service Centers offers counseling

and crisis intervention to families whose children have chronic illness
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Developmentally Disabled
Priority If
SOME FACTS
Determining the numbers of
developmentally disabled children
nationally statewide or in Pinellas
County is difficult since there are
many different definitions of
developmentally disabled Those

definitions may refer to mental
retardation cerebral palsy other
neurological conditions autism spina
bifida and perhaps even dyslexia One
measure of need is that during the
year ending December 1989 HRS

served 1
560 developmentally
disabled youth under 17 years of age
in Pinellas County
THEIMPACT

Depending upon the
handicapping condition the families of
developmentally disabled children need
services ranging from in home respite
care for themselves to allday care for
the children in a program designed to
meet their needs A developmental
disability affects both the child and the
family the latter through increased
financial burden and the stress of

caring for the child
A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
All parents receiving services
during 1988 89 from the Florida Gulf
Coast Autism Association
s In home

Respite Care Program showed
statistically significant reduction in

JWB OPPORTUNITIES
During 1988 89 the Juvenile Welfare Board allocated 489
791 to fund
five programs for developmentally disabled children
The Florida Gulf Coast Autism Association
s In home Respite Care

Program allows families of severely disabled children relief periods through
inhome respite and child care

The Pinellas Association for Retarded Children PARC offers both a
Preschool P
ram and a Homebound Prog
ram Both these programs
provide services to children from birth to 5 who are diagnosed as physically
or mentally handicapped developmentally or medically at risk and children
who are victims of drug or child abuse Pre academic assistance and
speech physical and occupational therapy are offered as well as other

social services

The Upper Pinellas Association for Retarded Citizens UPARC also
offers a Preschool Prog and a Homebound Program with the same
services as PARC

Joanna J my 4yearold daughter was referred to the Pinellas
Association for Retarded Children PARC preschool by United
Cerebral Palsy UCP of Largo in 1988
She began full attendance in
the preschool program in August of 1988 and eventually began
receiving physical and speech therapy
I am happy to say that J has grown both physically and emotionally
from a baby into a beautiful welladjusted little girl She now
speaks in complete sentences the tantrums have long since

disappeared her short and long term memory capabilities have
increased by leaps and bounds and while she still has a tendency to
become distracted easily she can concentrate for longer periods of
We can now
time and is easily drawn back to the activity at hand
look forward to her enrct
ment in the public school system with a
great deal of confidence and a strong sense of security
Hattie S Janeda

stress as a result of program services

10

Emergency Housinci
SOME FACTS

According to the U
S Conference
of Mayors there was an 18 increase
in requests for shelter by homeless
families in the United States between
1987 and 1988 A Homeless Shelter

Survey conducted in the winter of

1988 showed that on an average day
in Pinellas County 736 people are
homeless An average of 534 of these

homeless request shelter daily and

457 of them actually receive housing
An average of 100 children reside in

shelters in Pinellas County on any

Priority Ii

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

JWB allocated 61
373 during fiscal year 198889 to fund two programs

serving the homeless

Religious Community Services Emeraency Housino Program offers
families with children in crisis situations and who are without shelter

temporary shelter food clothing counseling and social service referrals to

financial resources or other support systems Limited child care and
preschool services also are available

The St Petersburg YWCA operates the Virginia H Lazzara Emergency

Shelter which provides shelter child care social service referrals and
coordination and crisis counseling to families

given day

THEIMPACT

Increasing numbers of people are
seeking homeless shelter in Pinellas
County Of these numbers families

with children comprise the largest
single group needing shelter Almost a
third of the homeless are employed

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
A year later all clients who

successfully completed their case
plans in Religious Community

Services Emergency Housing
program had not required additional
residential services from the shelter

Emotionally Disordered
SOME FACTS
A 1986 report by the Office of
Technology Assessment estimated
that between 7
5 million and 9
5
million children in the U
S suffer from

a mental health problem severe
enough to require treatment As of
January 1990 there were 350 children
in Florida in residential mental health

treatment and 310 on the waiting list
In HRS District V Pinellas and Pasco
counties 90 children were in

residential treatment and 10 on the
waiting list
THE IMPACT
Longterm effects of untreated
emotional disorders can be

devastating The problems of
emotionally disturbed children affect
not only their lives but the lives of
those around them

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
A year later 85 of clients who
successfully completed the Eckerd

Youth Development Camps program
had not re entered the program or a
more or equally restrictive program

d ae

Priority

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

The Juvenile Welfare Board allocated 154
493 in fiscal year 198889
2

to fund 24 programs serving emotionally disturbed children

Carlton Manor offers Residential Treatment for emotionally disturbed

boys 8 to 16 years old

The Children
s Home is a multi service child welfare program serving

Pinellas County youth 5 to 17 years old who have severe emotional

disturbances Among services funded by the Juvenile Welfare Board are
residential treatment after care and counseling
Eckerd Family Youth Alternatives has an Eckerd Wilderness Educational

System
that provides residential therapeutic treatment camps for emotionally
disturbed children
The Group Home 0ram of Health and Rehabilitative Services

provides a family living environment for adolescent dependent children who

cannot return to their own families or relatives and whose needs cannot be
met in regular foster care

Directions for Mental Health formerly Mental Health Services of Upper
Pinellas had six programs for emotionally disturbed youth in 198889

The Adolescent a
Prog provides individual group and
ram
family therapy for adolescents with emotional disorders

s Out
Children
patient Services serves the child adolescent and family

with mental health evaluation therapy and education

The Elementary Mental Health O
perations ELMHO program model
consists of education and therapy to children in grades kindergarten through
5 attending Curlew Creek and Bardmoor Elementary Schools These children

have mild to moderate emotional and or behavioral disorders
11

Emotionally Disordered Children

continued

Priority 11

Theresiding
Homeless
Outreach program
families
at emergency
shelters provides
located inmental
north health
Pinellascounseling
County to
Hope Therapeutic
Preschool
severely
emotionally
disturbed children
ageswas3 toa 5structured
in which preschool
individual for
group
and

occupational therapy was provided During the 198990 fiscal year the

program was redesigned using the ELMHO program model at Belleair

Elementary as part of a state mandate to provide educational opportunities
Consultation
Services
are provided
in theis preschool
setting
whilePreschool
parent training
to families
with preschool
children
provided inhome
for special needs preschoolers

Pinellas Emergency Mental Health Services has four programs designed

for emotionally disturbed children

Adolescents with severe emotional disorders are served through the

Adolescent
Day Treatment program which also provides individual group
and family therapy
Residential Treatment Homes serve youth with serious emotional

disorders

The Detention
Juvenile Detention
Center
identifies
youth and
at the
Juvenile
Center who
are atCounseling
high risk forProied
emotional
disorders

counsels
youths
to alleviate
risk In addition
to individual group
and familythese
therapy
referrals
to othertheagencies
are provided

Develo men of Resources for Dual Diagnosed Youth was a research

and demonstration project designed to develop resources to help provide
services to youth who have emotional substance abuse andor other needs

ve been a patient at the Suncoast
I
Center for Community Mental Health

Resources include a procedural manual for service delivery a training

since November 1985 My daughter

manual for staff and an informational resource for clients and their families

Program since she
s been about 1

Therapeutic
Day Care Program
servesprogram
mild to includes
moderately
emotionallyante
disturbed preschoolers
up to agethat5 This
consultation

Angela Beaulieu and I have been
participating in the early intervention

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas formerly Project Playpen has a

year old she
s 4 now

families and child care providers

The first two and a half years with
Angela were very difficult She would
not or could not sleep through the

The Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health offered eight
s Out atient Services provides individual group and family
Children
therapy
evaluation and education to the child adolescent or family
The Individualized Residential Treatment program has established six
treatment
homes
severely
with
support
of theserving
Floridaone
Mental
Healthemotionally
Institute disturbed youth each

night I was up with her several times
every night and as a result each and

every day due to lack of sleep was a
nightmare We were both at each
s throats totally exhausted I had
other

no control over her She would throw
very nasty ong temper tantrums and

not listen to anything I had to say

Finally and unfortunately I just gave in

to her each and every time and let her
have her way Big mistake Talk about
creating a monster

Being involved with the Child

Guidance Center has been literally a
life saver My counselor has taught me

how
to once again gain control of both
of our lives

I feel so much better being the person
in the driver
s seat I
ve learned how to
talk out problems with her she tells

me how she feels about things and
re very good friends as a result
we

programs for emotionally disturbed youth during fiscal year 198889

Children
of identified
chronically
mentally psychological
il adults are served
through
the Ear
Intervention
Project
which provides
assessment

infant
behaviorto management
therapystimulation
and consultation
these childrensocial competence training

Elementary School
Mental provides
Health O
perations
ELMHO
program
operated
TyroneAn Elementary
education and
therapy
to children
in at
grades kindergarten
behavioral
disorders through 5 who have mild to moderate emotional andor
Homebased
Familv
Servicesresidential
provides inhome
services
have
families
eligible Intensive
for longterm
psychiatric
treatmentfamily
but who
randomly select d and
s research andpdemonstration
to

list

program project

Mental health counseling to families residing in emergency shelters in

south Pinellas County is provided through Homeless Outreach Mental Health
The Suncoast Center for Community Mental Health operates two
Therape Preschools one at Bay Vista Elementary and one at Lealman
Elementary which provide education and therapy for children 3 to 5 with
mild to moderate emotional andor behavioral disorders
Services

Most mothers can
t wait until their

children start school But I
ll miss my

little girl very much I wish we could
be together always

Sharon M Baker

1

n

Physically Handicapped
Children
SOME FACTS
A physically handicapped child is
one who has a significant chronic

physical limitation such as speech or
hearing impairment orthopedic

handicap or visual impairment In
1987 88 there were 552
410

physically handicapped children
nationwide and 20
021 in Florida

According to 1986 statistics there

Priority II
JWB OPPORTUNITIES
JWB allocated 44
491 in fiscal year 198889 to fund two programs
serving physically handicapped children
The Jewish Community Center
s Kinderdevelopment and Summer

Camp allows before and afterschool care for physically handicapped
children as well as summer camp experiences for physically emotionally
and mentally handicapped children Staff serve as positive role models for
the parents

were nearly 2
500 seriously

handicapped children in Pinellas
County at that time Fewer than 25
of these children were receiving

services During 1989 an estimated
300 physically handicapped children
were served in pre kindergarten

through 12th grade in Pinellas County
Schools There is no more current

estimate of the number of seriously

handicapped children in Pinellas
County
THEIMPACT
Handicapped children are at risk
of social isolation because their

handicap inhibits their interaction with
non handicapped children

Mainstreaming the placement of
both handicapped and non
handicapped children together in

school or other programs allows both
groups of children to learn about each
other and accept limitations
Emphasis on a child
s abilities rather
than disabilities can have a powerful
positive influence on a child
s life and
future

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
All the handicapped children
enrolled in the Jewish Community

s Kinderdevelopment program
Center
were mainstreamed with the non

handicapped participants within the
program during the 1988 89 fiscal
year

Quality day care for children is one of the biggest concerns for a
single parent It is essential for survival in today
s society

The Jewish Community Center
s well established program was a
consideration in my employer
s decision to help me work out a time
schedule to meet my family
s needs Gregory is back home after
residential care for six years I was happy to find the
Kinderdevelopment program at the Jewish Community Center
because it meets his longterm needs and offers involvement

Greg is handicapped and this community has little to offer for a
special child The costs are extremely high for private day care

especially with his condition The Jewish Community Center meets
my family
s needs to the fullest Without this program I know that I
would not be able to provide for my family and that we would
eventually be separated again
Deborah Vach
13
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Priority II
Project Playpen gave me
an opportunity to return to
work not only return but
return with a clear mind

and the assurance that my
children were in the very
best of care The Project
Playpen mother was most
caring concerned and had
a pleasant environment for
the children

Project Playpen also
provided a nutritional
breakfast lunch and snack

and aid to you and your
family such as food
clothes counseling and
much more One thing
about the program and its
staff They will help you
maintain your goal in life
and help you if you in turn
help yourself with a
positive outlook on life
Jimmie L MitchellHardy
SOME FACTS
In the past decade the number of

families headed by a single parent has
risen dramatically More and more
women are entering the work force
and this factor combined with the

necessity of supporting a family on
one income makes affordable child

care imperative In 1988 there were
31 children in subsidized child
856
care in Florida and 27
178 more on

the waiting list Pinellas County served
177 children in subsidized child
2

care while 1
719 were on the waiting
list

Federal allocations for subsidized

child care have not kept up with
inflation and even supplemented with
state dollars the supply of subsidized
child care has not kept up with
demand

THE IMPACT

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

During fiscal year 198889 JWB allocated 923
458 for three
3
programs serving unsupervised children and their parents
Until the fourth quarter of 1989 Latchkey Services for Children was the

central agency for HRS subsidized child care Latchkey contracted with
Health and Rehabilitative Services to administer the Florida Subsidized Child

Care Program Title XX for school age and preschool children in Pinellas
County Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas formerly Project Playpen
became the central agency during the fourth quarter of 1989 Latchkey also
directly provides child day care services

ectfink of the Business and Industry Employment Development
Proj

Council offers information and technical assistance to corporations who are
developing child care benefits for their employees

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas formerly Project Playpen provides
Title XX family day care services for children from low income families and
supportive social services to these children
s families Coordinated Child

Care also develops maintains and supports a network of family day care
homes As noted above Coordinated Child Care became the central agency
for HRS subsidized child care during the fourth quarter of 1989

Lack of subsidized child care

keeps many single parents and even

two parent families from gainful
employment A recent Government
Accounting Office report found that
60 of Aid for Dependent Children
work program respondents said that
lack of child care prevented

participation in work programs
Unsupervised children are at risk for
physical harm to themselves and
participation in crime as an alternative
to boredom

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
During budget year 1988 89

Coordinated Child Care of Pinellas
served 1
332 children in subsidized
child care

14

Priority II
SOME FACTS
Sex offenses include forcible

rape prostitution statutory rape and
offenses against chastity and
common decency Juvenile sex
offenders are predominantly 13 to 17

years old Many juvenile sex offenders
are themselves victims of sex

JWB OPPORTUNITIES
During fiscal year 198889 JWB allocated 54
518 to one program
designed for young sex offenders
Family Service Centers Youthful Sex Offenders Treatment Program is a
research and demonstration program that provides early identification and
treatment for young sex offenders and their families

offenses Between 1984 and 1988

juvenile sex offense arrests in Florida
increased 31 percent Unfortunately
comparable data is not available for
Pinellas In 1987 there were 38
093

arrests for juvenile sex offenses not
including prostitution in the United
States and 434 forcible rape arrests in
Florida In the first six months of 1989

five juveniles were arrested for sex
offenses in Pinellas County
THE IMPACT

It is impossible to gauge the
suffering that young sex offenders
cause their victims What is

predictable is that youthful sex
offenders frequently become adult
offenders and perpetuate suffering

rly identification and intervention
E
become critical to breaking this cycle
of abuse

I molested my sister She is 7 years old I am 14 years old It started
when I was 11 or 12 years old

I the second oldest in the family of five children My older brother is
m
my parent
s favorite He does everything right He
s good in football
basketball school everything I was never really good in anything

When I was caught molesting my sister my parents almost got
divorced I was put on a judicial plan and have had to go to group
counseling

Even though I got caught and almost went to jail even though my
parents were both angry at me it
s still been hard to stop abusing her

When I started counseling I didn
t know why I had abused my sister
And even though I hated myself for doing it I wasn
t able to stop

I realized how much I
ve hurt my family especially my sister I know I
can never make it up to my sister for what I did to her I hope ll
she be
okay

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
As of a May 1989 report to the
Juvenile Welfare Board no youthful
offender who successfully completed
the Youth Sex Offenders Treatment

Since I
ve been in counseling I
ve started to like myself I never liked

myself and didn
t think anyone did especially my family I
m also able
to express my anger better I also spend more time with kids my own
age Before I was at home most of the time babysitting my younger

Program had been a repeat offender
in the 18 months since the program
s

brothers and sisters

inception

I didn
t want anyone to have to go through what my sister went
through Maybe somebody out there is like me and needs help too
to stop
Larry

This client
s real name has not been used due to the nature of the
program
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Employment and Training
SOME FACTS

Priority III

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

As of August 1989 the national

JWB allocated 87
861 during fiscal year 198889 to fund one program

unemployment rate was 5
1 percent
the Florida rate 5
4 percent and the

dealing with employment and training

Pinellas County rate 4
6 percent

FACE Learning Center
s Dis
placed Homemakers Life Skills Training and

Support Project offers communitybased classroom training in life skills

THE IMPACT
The most obvious impact of the
lack of employment and training is the
cost of supporting individuals and

personal support and service referrals to displaced homemakers

families who are unable to earn wages
substantial enough to support
themselves Persons who want gainful

1 went to FACE Learning Center
looking for something I wasn
t sure
what I felt 1 was at a deadend in my

employment but who are unable to

life and career l knew there had to be
something better

secure it often suffer feelings of low
selfworth Some may turn to crime as
a means of securing income

At FACE I found myself confidence
encouragement friendship and a
wonderful new beginning

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
Of FACE Learning Center clients
successfully completing the program
94 were progressing through school
or gainfully employed one year after

Arielle Weiler

termination
A

W

SOME FACTS
It is estimated that 800
000 to
3 million children and adolescents
1

run away from home or foster care
each year in this country In Florida in
1988 there were a total of 19
310

juvenile runaways Pinellas County
law enforcement officials file about

Priority III
JWB OPPORTUNITIES

During fiscal year 1988 89 JWB allocated 330
998 to one program

serving runaway youth and their families

Alternative Human Services operates the Youth and Familv Connection

which provides crisis intervention counseling family outpatient counseling
and short
term residential services for runaway and troubled youth

000 reports on local runaways each
3
year

THEIMPACT

Youth may run away because of
family conflict substance abuse
physical or sexual abuse or trouble at
school Their families suffer not only
the anxiety of the youth
s absence
but also those problems that may

have contributed to the youth running
away

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
61 of children completing
Alternative Human Services Youth

and Family Connection Runaway
Shelter program were living at home
or with a relative one year after
leaving the program The national
return home rate for runaways who

have completed shelter programs is
50

and the Florida rate is 55
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SOME FACTS
In the United States in 1987 there

were 240
781 juvenile arrests In
1
Florida in 1987 there were 99
350

juvenile arrests and in Pinellas
County 9
398 juvenile arrests
Between 1984 and 1987 Pinellas

County juvenile arrests increased
32
Juvenile crime statistics in
Florida indicate that since 1983

juvenile crimes have shown a steady
increase and the crimes have
become more violent

THE IMPACT
The victims of juvenile crimes
may suffer from loss of property rape

physical injury and even death The
juvenile offenders risk incarceration
for their acts And since an increasing

number of juvenile arrests are drug
related it is common for these youth
to need substance abuse treatment as
well as rehabilitation for their deviant
behavior that results in crime

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS
80 of youths with prior arrests

who completed the San Antonio Boys
Village Group Home Program did not
commit another offense within 12

months after completion of their case
plan

In November of 1988 1 was transferred out of regular school

Subsequently I was accepted at Project Success The reason for the
transfer was that I had a problem with my attitude In addition 1 was
always fighting and getting into arguments

My attitude and behavior have changed a whole lot since my
m
s
D
enrollment at Project Success I used to make bad grades
and F
s Now I
m making the honor roll I
ve also matured alot since

my enrollment at Project Success The staff and most of the students
are very willing to help you The program is a place for a young child
to really express feelings and thoughts It
s also a place to get advice
The program has helped me tremendously

Audra Woodard

JWB OPPORTUNITIES
JWB allocated 654
466 during fiscal year 198889 for five programs
serving youth offenders

Alternative Human Services Youth and Family Connection Group
Homes are for predelinquent youth 12 to 17 years old
The Citizen Dispute Settlement Program offers Communit Arbitration
hearings and follow up services for youths referred for truancy or
misdemeanor offenses

ical Services offered by the Juvenile Division Circuit Court
g
cholo
Psy
Sixth Judicial District include psychological evaluations staff development
and training case consultation Psychological stress evaluations and other
related services to the Juvenile Court and related personnel Also provided
are crisis intervention consultation and training for the Juvenile Detention
Center staff

The Pinellas County Urban League
s Proiect Success provides
individual group and family counseling to children at risk for delinquency

San Antonio Boys Village operates a Residential Treatment Center for

chronic seriously delinquent boys from 13 to 17 Individual group and family
counseling and individualized instruction are provided
17

Youth Without
SOME FACTS

Youth without permanent homes
is a term used to describe children for

whom there is no acceptable
biological or surrogate home A 1989
report by the U
S House of Repre
sentatives Select Committee on
Children Youth and Families
estimated that the number of children
in foster care had risen 23
between 1985 and 1988 There were
an estimated 340
300 children

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

During fiscal year 198889 JWB allocated 36
035 to one program
serving youth without permanent homes

The Family Service Centers operated Project Can which provided
adoption services for children with special needs who were not placed for

adoption by other agencies The agency terminated the program in 1989
after accomplishing the program
s primary objectives and arranging for

children to be placed for adoption through a full service adoption agency

nationally in foster care in 1988 In
Florida in fiscal year 1986 87 there
were 27
905 children placed in shelter
or foster care In Health and
Rehabilitative Services District V
which includes Pinellas and Pasco

counties 1
734 children were placed
in shelter care and 634 in foster care

Pinellas County experienced a 21
increase in children under HRS foster
care between 1986 and 1988

THE IMPACT
Nearly 500
000 American children

live without their parents in detention
centers hospitals foster homes and
mental health centers and the
numbers of discarded children are

expected to increase A U
S House of

Representatives committee studying
the problem in 1989 blamed alcohol
and drug abuse homelessness family
breakup poverty child abuse and
lack of federal program money The
committee also predicted that the
number of discarded children could

reach 840
000 by 1995 Among the
group of children needing foster care
placement children with special
needs such as medical or emotional

problems are particularly difficult to

As I look now at my beautiful family built by Project CAN how can I ever say
enough about what they did for me When I became a widow in July 1977 1
had only half the family I wanted plus no daughter

I began seeing commercials and hearing ads for families needed for special
needs children One didn
t have to have money hisher own home and
t have to be married
didn

place in foster homes

A MEASURE OF SUCCESS

During 1988 89 Family Service
Centers Project CAN served 32
special needs children

I applied for a baby girl and Shari was placed Jan 26 1979

three weeks

before her first birthday was on the way to getting the family l wanted
My adoption counselor became like family as did most all the staff The
orientations were comfortable as were the home visits But most of all l was
taken seriously that I wanted a large family of at least six children

When Project CAN closed their doors last January I received the last child
placed by them and my No 6 that raises my family to 10 The eight children
now at home range from 21yearold Jim with Downs Syndrome to 7year
old Sheyla a cerebral palsy profoundly mentally retarded child All my
children are physically andor mentally handicapped
Yes Ellie there really is a Santa

just what I wanted

Eltriede Percy

I

Priority IV

SOME FACTS
It is estimated that one of every

JWB OPPORTUNITIES

two women will be physically abused

serving abused spouses

During fiscal year 1988 89 JWB allocated 94
473 for two programs

at some time in her life It is difficult if

not impossible to document the

incidence of domestic violence since

The Center Against Spouse Abuse CASA operates a S
pouse Abuse
Shelter to provide temporary housing and supportive services to battered

fewer than 1 out of 10 cases of

spouses and their children

domestic violence is reported One

way to judge the problem is by the

number of families served by spouse
abuse shelters In fiscal year 198889

Religious Community Services Sp
ouse Abuse Shelter provides
temporary housing and supportive services such as outreach counseling
referrals and advocacy

the Center Against Spouse Abuse
served 243 families and Religious

Community Services Spouse Abuse
Shelter served 189 families These

numbers represent only a fraction of
the problem One 1986 study
projected 4
800 cases of domestic
violence per year based on local
police statistics at that time
THE IMPACT
Inability to handle stress
communication difficulties and lack of

self control can all lead to spouse
abuse and subsequent physical and
emotional suffering Studies have
shown that alcoholics and veterans

are more likely than others to be
spouse abusers Adult children of
spouse abusers are at risk of

becoming abusers
A MEASURE OF SUCCESS

A year after leaving Religious
Community Services Spouse Abuse
Shelter 96 of the clients had not

requested subsequent residential
services from the shelter

Priority JWB
gives first
consideration to
f

Priority JWB
maintains
these problem
areas

these problem

areas when allocating research
planning coordinating
training
advocacy
and
financial
re
sources

JWB

commitments

activities

in these

and

areas

anticipated to grow significantly

are

as

a

slow

growing commitment Significant
growth or change is anticipated
only alter decisions and commit
ments have been completed for
Priority I needs

Priority JWB
maintains its
current commit
I

ments

to

these

Priority Service
to these
problem areas
V

outside

basis

location of existing resources
after Priority I and II needs have

areas directly affect children in
significant and identifiable fash
ion they are appropriate for JWt

been met

response

primarily

through

real

sanction

the

generally falls
scope
of
JWt

problem areas Growth or change
may occur on a highly selective

However

when

thesf

During fiscal year 198889 JWB
allocated 140
822 to six programs
1
in this area

ALTERNATIVE HUMAN
SERVICES
The Division of Community
Services Resource Center offers

educational workshops seminars and

advocacy activities designed to assist
families to prevent stress and conflict
that accompany daily living
The Division of Community

Services Volunteer Action Center
recruits and refers skilled volunteers

for short and longterm assignments

to child serving agencies in Pinellas
County
HotlineInformation and Referral

provides telephone crisis intervention
counseling and referrals to children

and families in Pinellas County
CITIZENS ALLIANCE FOR
PROGRESS

This group recruits and
coordinates social services to be

provided to minorities in Tarpon

Springs The groups is housed in the
Union Academy Arts and Cultural
Center

GIRLS CLUBS OF PINELLAS
COUNTY
The Girls Club
s Individual

Services Program provides
assessments and referrals youth

development programs and primary
prevention services for girls 6 to 17
who are experiencing school social
emotional physical or family
problems
PINELLAS COUNTY LICENSE
BOARD FOR CHILDREN
S
CENTERS AND FAMILY DAY
CARE HOMES

This agency licenses children
s
centers and family day care homes in

Pinellas County consistent with child
care licensing law

During fiscal year 198889 JWB allocated 60
500 to 15 programs for
equipment andor renovations Funds for 14 of these programs are included
in the preceding allocations by need area One program the Homeless
Emergency Project did not receive program funding
HOMELESS EMERGENCY PROJECT

The Homeless Emergency Project
s Emergency Housin and Feeding
Program provides food shelter counseling medical attention transportation
and financial assistance to homeless families single parents and individuals

a

GENERAL FUND

COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES EXPENDITURES AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED

SEPTEMBER 30 1989 WITH COMPARATIVE ACTUAL AMOUNTS
FOR 1988

1989

1988
Actual

Actual

065
163
10

727
788
10

21
957
701
2
816
367
266
992
175
41208

382
32
795
5
3
59
783
428
317
253

405
370
13

112
160
15

400
1
707
11
832
891
980
233
701
69

575
1
309
13
733
432
650
231

220
596
13

800
245
15

Excess Deficiency of Revenues
Over Expenditures

815
225

688
85

Fund Balance Beginning of Year

341
2
486

115
2
671

Fund Balance End of Year

115
2
671

029
2
983

Revenues

Property Taxes

Delinquent Property Taxes
Intergovernmental
Interest Earnings
Licenses and Fees
Miscellaneous

Total Revenues

97108

Expenditures
Current
Administration

s Program Service
Children

Other Non Operating Expenditures
Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures

6108

The Audit of the general purpose financial statements of the Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Florida for the Year ended September 30 1989 was completed by Gregory Sharer and Stuart
Certified Public Accountants

The Comprehensive Annual Financial Report is available for review in the
Juvenile Welfare Board Library

The Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County has been awarded the Certificate of
Achievement for excellence in financial reporting by the Government Finance
Officers Association of the United States and Canada for seven consecutive years
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NOTE
PAGE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES

REFER TO PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS
IN THE PRECEDING PAGES

BOYS CLUBS OF
PINELLAS COUNTY
7748 61 st Street N

Pinellas Park FL 34665

Phone 813 5461032
Nelson Perri Executive Director

ALTERNATIVE HUMAN
SERVICES
P 0 Box 13087

St Petersburg FL 33733
Phone 813 526 1100
Jane Harper Executive Director

Northside Un

1035 Burlington Avenue N

St Petersburg FL 33705
Phone 813 896 0445
Pinellas Park Unit

Phone 813 544 8668
Southside Unit

601 S Lincoln Avenue
Clearwater FL 34616

Phone 613 461 1424
YOUTH

1011 22nd Street S

Tarp Springs Unit
111 west Lime Street

Tarpon Springs FL 34689
Phone 813 937 6837
CONDON GARDENS PROGRAM

FAMILY CONNECTION

SHELTER pg 6
16
YOUTH

t

S HOME
CHILDREN

10909 Memorial Hwy
Tampa FL 33615
Phone 813 855 4435
Jon Parsons Executive Director

pg 8
YOUTH

SPOUSE ABUSE SHELTER pg 19

St Petersburg FL 33712
Phone 813 327 6556

FAMILY CONNECTION

OUTCLIENT pg 6
16

Linda Osmundson
Executive Director

Pinellas Park FL 34665

3821 5th Avenue N

North County

P 0 Box 414

St Petersburg FL 33731
Phone 813 895 4912

7790 61 st Street N

South County

St Petersburg FL 33714
Phone 813 323 2244

CENTER AGAINST SPOUSE
ABUSE INC

2931 Sandlewood Dr N
Clearwater FL 34619

Phone 813 791 6217

FAMILY CONNECTION

MULTI

SERVICE CHILD

WELFARE PROGRAM pg 11

GROUP HOMES pg 17
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY
SERVICES

RESOURCE CENTER

pg 20
DIVISION OF COMMUNITY

SERVICES

VOLUNTEER ACTION

CENTER pg 20
INFORMATION AND
HOTLINE

REFERRAL pg 20

Pro
BUSINESS
INDUSTRY
EMPLOYMENT
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
5030 78th Avenue N
Suite 14

Pinellas Park FL 34665

Phone 813 545 4511

e

Sue Olsen Director
PROJECTLINK pg 14

Phone 813 530 9744

CARLTON MANOR
45 Westwood Terrace N

Thomas Esslinger

St Petersburg FL 33710

ONE TOONE MATCH pg 6

Tarpon Springs FL 34688
Phone 813 934 5881
Carl Devine Director

SERVICES PROGRAM pg 20

BIG BROTHERS BIG

Executive Director

PROGRESS INC
P Box 295
O
400 East Oakwood Street

0 COMMUNITY BASED SOCIAL

SISTERS
147 Belcher Road
Suite 4

Largo FL 34641

S ALLIANCE FOR
CITIZEN

Phone 813 343 3662
Paul Buxbaum Executive Director
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT pg 11

Qt

Of iee srR

O
E

v
i

F

O

LL
W

Y eOR y
t

O

u

DI ECTION

C

For Mental Fleakh Inc

CITIZEN DISPUTE
SETTLEMENT PROGRAM

DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL

HEALTH INC
formerly Mental

EXCHANGE CENTER FOR
THE PREVENTION OF CHILD
ABUSE INC

150 5th Street N
Suite 209

Health Services of Upper Pinellas

St Petersburg FL 33701
Phone 813 892 7796

Clearwater FL 34646

3601 34th Street N 200

Phone 813 5365950
R Thomas Riggs

St Petersburg FL 33713
Phone 813 522 6465

Executive Director

John Sanguinett Program Director

and

418 S Fort Harrison

1437 S Belcher Rd

200

Clearwater FL 34616

Phone 813 4624946
Sue Johnson

ELMHO
BARDMOOR AND
CURLEW ELEMENTARY

Director of Court Programs

SCHOOLS pg 11

FAMILY MEDIATION pg 6

COMMUNITY ARBITRATION pg 17

ONSUMER
ELING
OUN
REDIT
E

1111

TREATMENT PROGRAM pg 11
S OUTPATIENT
CHILDREN

FLC

SERVICES pg 11

HOMELESS OUTREACH pg 12
HOPE THERAPEUTIC

PRESCHOOL pg 12

PINELLAS COUNTY

rya

ADOLESCENT DAY

VICE

CONSUMER CREDIT
COUNSELING SERVICES OF

PARENT AIDE PROGRAM pg 7

PRESCHOOL CONSULTATION

Building 2 Room 8
Largo FL 34648
Phone 813 585 8155
Dolores Benjamin Director

SERVICES pg 12

801 West Bay Drive

FACE LEARNING CENTER
12945 Seminole Blvd

FCC PR
D

O DISPLACED HOMEMAKERS LIFE
SKILLS TRAINING AND SUPPORT

Suite 313

PROJECT pg 16

Southeast Bank Building

u

Largo FL 34640
Phone 813 585 0099

A

Y O D T R

N C
ALTE0
1

FAMILY FINANCIAL

COUNSELING

u

FAMILY

Patricia Nurse Director

G

CONSUMER

EDUCATION PG 6
COORDINATED

c
F PL
lLIAS DVC

ECKERD FAMILY YOUTH

ALTERNATIVES INC
100 N Starcrest Drive
Clearwater FL 34625

Phone 813 461 2990
Merle Springer President
COORDINATED CHILD

CARE INC
formerly Project Playpen Inc
4140 49th Street N

St Petersburg FL 33709
Phone 813 527
6301
Guy Cooley Executive Director

FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS
2960 Roosevelt Blvd

Clearwater FL 34620

Phone 813 536 9427
Richard E Murdock
Executive Director

ECKERD WILDERNESS

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM pg 11

SEXUAL ASSAULT TREATMENT

CENTER pg 7
a

S ALL Ay

A

f

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES

pg 6
HOMEMAKER HOME HEALTH

AIDE SERVICE pg 6
THERAPEUTIC DAY CARE

PROGRAM pg 12
TITLE XX SUBSIDIZED DAY CARE

Pg 14

OLr CLU
ERVIN ALL AMERICAN
S
YOUTH CLUB
1250 Holt Avenue
P O Box 815
Clearwater FL 34617

Phone 813 443 2061
Ervin A Harris Director
SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PREVENTION INFORMATION pg 5
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PROJECT RAINBOW pg 9
PROJECT CAN pg 18
YOUTHFUL SEX OFFENDERS
TREATMENT PROGRAM Pg 15

FLORIDA GULF COAST
AUTISM ASSOCIATION
1484 52nd Avenue NE

GULF COAST JEWISH

St Petersburg FL 33703
Phone 813 521 1561

Largo FL 34643
Phone 813 541 7441

Anne B DiNapoli Director

Michael A Bernstein
Executive Director

FAMILY SERVICES INC
11401 A Belcher Road S

Clearwater FL 34620
Phone 813 530 6666
S Gail Gardner

INHOME RESPITE CARE

PROGRAM pg 10

JUVENILE DIVISION
CIRCUIT COURT
SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
14500 49th Street N

A GRANDCHILD PROGRAM
ADOPT

Program Director

pg 6
cx

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES

1 17

FLORIDA PARENT CHILD
CENTER
P 0 Box 10576

St Petersburg FL 33710
Phone 813 823 6969
Joe Nero Director
OPARENTTEACHING

HEALTH
REHABILITATIVE
SERVICES
701 94th Avenue N

St Petersburg FL 33702
Phone 813 576 0035
Michael Becker
District Administrator

JUVENILE SERVICES
PROGRAM
3435 1 st Avenue S

St Petersburg FL 33711
Phone 813 327 2443
Dr Peter Parrado Director

EMERGENCY SHELTER pg 7

TRUSTING PROGRAM pg 6

COMMUNITY BASED

GROUP HOME PROGRAM pg 11

DROPOUT PREVENTION

PROGRAM pg 8

rn

GIRLS CLUBS OF PINELLAS
COUNTY
610 E Druid Road
Clearwater FL 34616

Phone 813 461 1653
Linda Lamons Baker Director

0

HOSPICE CARE INC

LATCHKEY SERVICES FOR
CHILDREN

300 East Bay Drive
Largo FL 34640
Phone 813 586 4432

Suite H Box 12

Mary Labyak Administrator

Condon Gardens Center

S SUPPORT
CHILDREN

2936 G

PROGRAM pg 6

H Tanglewood Drive

1712 East Bay Drive

Largo FL 34641
Phone 813 581 7134
Linda Morlock
Executive Director

Clearwater 134619

Phone 813 799 3502

SUBSIDIZED DAY CARE pg 14

mestown Center
ha

1035 Burlington Avenue N
St Petersburg FL 33705
Phone 813 821 5686
Mid County Center
13420 B

C
JC

C Adams Circle

Largo FL 34644
Phone 813 585 8500
South Side Center
2550 10th Avenue S

St Petersburg FL 33712
Phone 813 321 1567
I NDIVI DUAL SERVICES

JEWISH COMMUNITY
CENTER
8167 Elbow Lane N

St Petersburg FL 33710
Phone 813 344 5795
Fred Margolis Director

PROGRAM pg 20
KINDERDEVELOPMENT AND

SUMMER CAMP
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pg 13

PINELLAS

l
Celing

lY

MARRIAGE

FAMILY

COUNSELING OF PINELLAS
INC

4140 49th Street N

St Petersburg FL 33709
Phone 813 5276302
and

2189 Cleveland Street

avvrrvaAwdQ
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC

PnARCA

m

PINELLAS EMERGENCY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES

11254 58th Street North
Pinellas Park FL 34666

PINELLAS ASSOCIATION

Phone 813 545 5636

FOR RETARDED CHILDREN

Thomas Wedekind
Executive Director

PARC
3100 75th Street N

St Petersburg FL 33710
Phone 813 345 9111
Bert Muller Director

Suite 226

Clearwater FL 34625

Phone 813 441 2695
Dr Robert Glenn Director

ADOLESCENT DAY

TREATMENT pg 12
JUVENILE DETENTION CENTER

COUNSELING PROJECT pg 12

PRESCHOOLAND
HOMEBOUND pg 10

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT

HOMES pg 12
MARRIAGE

FAMILY

COUNSELING PROGRAM pg 6

o

0
STUDENTS TARGETED FOR
ACHIEVEMENT RECOGNITION
AND SUCCESS PROGRAM
STARS pg 8

PINELLAS COUNTY
LICENSE BOARD
4140 49th Street N

4

St Petersburg FL 33709
Phone 813 521 1850
Barbara Knowles Executive Director

OPERATION PAR
McCormick Center

@

CHILDREN CENTERS

FAMILY

DAY CARE HOMES LICENSING

PROGRAM pg 20

PROFESSIONAL
COMPREHENSIVE
ADDICTION SERVICES INC

4625 East Bay Drive
Suite 229
Clearwater FL 34624

Phone 813 530 1417
Carl Tolbert
Executive Director

10901 C Roosevelt Blvd
Suite 1000

St Petersburg FL 33716
Phone 813 570 5080
Shirley Coletti Director
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL

TREATMENT pg 5
ALPHA PROGRAM pg 5

BETA PROGRAM pg 8

COSA PROGRAM pg 5
PRIMARY PREVENTION pg 5

DI

CHEMICAL ABUSE

PREVENTION SERVICE pg 5
I

r

PINELLAS COUNTY URBAN
LEAGUE
200 31 st Street S

St Petersburg FL 33712
Phone 813 327 2081

RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY

James O Simmons

SERVICES INC

Executive Director
COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY
SERVICE SUPPORT SERVICES
FAMILY DYSFUNCTION pg 6
PROJECT SUCCESS pg 17

1125 Holt Avenue
Clearwater FL 34615

Phone 813 446 5964
Patricia Davis Director
SPOUSE ABUSE SHELTER pg 19
EMERGENCY HOUSING

PROGRAM pg 11

M

4
SAN ANTONIO BOYS
VILLAGE
P O Box 505

1
0
UPPER PINELLAS

San Antonio FL 34266

Phone 813 588
3786
Robert Beaumont Director
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT

CENTER pg 17

Th

ASSOCIATION FOR
RETARDED CITIZENS

UPARC
2199 Calumet Street

t0

ORIDP
F1

YOUTH HOMES OF
FLORIDA
4747 Central Avenue

St Petersburg FL 33713
Phone 813 323 7751
Janis Ford Director

Clearwater FL 34625

Phone 813 441 2854

PLANTATION HOUSE 1

7
P9

James E Leach Director
EARLY INTERVENTION
PRESCHOOL AND

HOMEBOUND pg 10

STEPPING STONE INC
3105 22nd Street S

St Petersburg FL 33712
Phone 813 867 8257
James E Martin
Executive Director

V
YOUNG WOMEN
S

THE OASIS PROGRAM pg 8

RESIDENCE INC
901 7th Avenue S

St Petersburg FL 33705
Phone 813 822 4789
Hugh Forsyth
Executive Director
MATERNITY AND NON

SUNCOAST COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
4040 Central Avenue

MATERNITY RESIDENTIAL

CARE pg 7
i a rvwsr rere

St Petersburg FL 33711
Phone 813 327 7656
Norma Osterhage
Executive Director

YOUNG WOMEN
S

S OUTPATIENT
CHILDREN

SERVICES pg 12
EARLY INTERVENTION

PROJECT pg 12

CHRISTIAN ASSOC YWCA
655 2nd Avenue S

St Petersburg FL 33701
Phone 813 896 4629
Peggy Sanchez Director

0 ELEMENTARY MENTAL
HEALTH OPERATIONS

PROJECT HELP pg 4

TYRONE pg 12
ADOLESCENT PARENTING
HOMEBASED INTENSIVE

PROJECT pg 4

FAMILY SERVICES pg 12
EMERGENCY HOUSING
HOMELESS OUTREACH

PROGRAM pgr 11

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES pg
12

Virginia H Lazzara
Emergency Shelter

BAY VISTA AND LEALMAN

429 6th Avenue S

THERAPEUTIC

St Petersburg FL 33701

pg 12

PRESCHOOL

Phone 813 823 2859
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IN MEMORIAM

Sylvia Tucker Executive Director

of the Center Against Spouse
Abuse died on December 6 1989

She was instrumental in making
CASA a respected and effective
program for the survivors of
domestic violence in the Pinellas

community She will be missed

Judge Jack A Page
Juvenile Court Judge

Frank B Diamond Jr M
D

Thomas R Moriarty

Vice Chairperson

Secretary

Charles E Rainey
County

Cnaues A Felton

Scott Rose Ed
D

Superintendent of Schools

ocam issicner

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Elithia Stanfield

Amy Daly

James E Mills ACSW

PUBLIC POLICY

I

2

COMMITTEE

Leo Plotkin Esq

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
Kate Howze M
S

COMMUNITY SERVICES

PROGRAMS FINANCE

H Browning Spence Jr Ph D

YOUTH SERVICES

COMMUNITY

ADVISORY

PLANNING

COM

DE VELOPMENT

TfEES
M

HEALTH

8 DEPENDENCY

Joseph Hanson
Chairperson

DAY CARE

EARLY

CHILDHOOD

Judith Gordon M
A

Chairperson

TRAINING

SYSTEMS

CENTER

SUPPORT

R J Doody Ph D

NEGLECT
ABUSE

John Sanquinett
Chairperson

Stephanie W Judd

I I

I

FUNDING 8
EVALUATION

Mike Schmidt

THE JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD WAS CREATED BY

PROGRAMS
FUNDED

JUVENILE JUSTICE

Roy Gass C
P
A
Chairperson
MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
Beatrice Maurer

SERVICES
ECONOMIC

Naomi Brooks

FINANCE

Sue Walterick

Chairperson

Bob Buckham

SPECIAL STATE STATUTE CHAPTER 23483
SPECIAL ACTS OF 19 OF THE FLORIDA LEGISLATURE

The Board is composed of eight members

Five are appointed by the Governor of Florida
for terms of four years
The three ex officio members are

a Judge of the Circuit Court
Juvenile Division

Chairperson

o Vice Chair County Commission
c Superintendent of Schools

Mary MacNamara resigned December 1989 creating a vacancy on the Board

I would like additional information about the Juvenile Welfare Board and its

work on behalf of Pinellas County
s children and families Please send the
following

Training Available at the Juvenile Welfare Board
Semmars

How I Can Volunteer My Time Talent and Concern for Children
SpaaKers and Topics Available from JVVB
Need for Services to Children and Families
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